Dodge 3.9 l v6 problems

Designing and building a new engine from scratch is a monstrously expensive and
time-consuming undertaking for a vehicle manufacturer, and the industry has a long history of
adding to and subtracting from existing engines in order to turn, say, a V8 into a straight-four. In
this first episode of the Cut-Down Engine of the Week Series, we'll kick off by looking at the way
Chrysler got creative when a V6 was needed for the then-new Dodge Dakota pickup. Chrysler
took over American Motors in , giving the company access to the sophisticated PRV V6 used in
the Eagle Premier and the sturdy AMC straight-six used in the Jeep Cherokee, but that was too
late for the Dakota which debuted for the model year. In order to have an engine between the
base 2. Chrysler's engine specialists designed a new crankshaft with split pins, rather than just
making a V8 crankshaft with one pin lopped off, but a degree, large-displacement V6 with no
balance shafts isn't a recipe for a smooth-running engine. The 3. Still, it was reliable and made
acceptable power, and production continued for Dakotas and Rams through the model year. Car
Life. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Murilee Martin. At least it started life with
an even-fire crankshaft design, unlike the early Buick V6s. In , these were your Dodge truck
engine choices. Chrysler Corporation via Old Car Brochures. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Trucks. Subject: 3. The engine light keeps
coming on and reads I need a throtle control sensor. I've changed this twice and the truck still
runs very rough and has terrible acceleration. Any advice would be appreciated. RE: 3. If good
look at MAP sensor. The second thing you do is unplug the sensor wire from the pcm. If you
had low voltage at the sensor, check the voltage made at the pmc computer If the pmc voltage
is low, the pmc may be bad. The problem is this, many computers share circuits without telling
you. Do research to find out what other sensors share that circuit. Example 3. A new cam
sensor is put in and the voltage is still only 2 volts, many would replace the computer thinking it
was bad. The cam sensor and crank sensor both share the same circuit. Even though the wiring
diagram does not tell you they do. The problem was a wire exposed and touching ground 2
inches above the connection of the crank sensor. Once this was fixed the car was fine. Do your
research on other sites than this one, you tube has trained auto techs solving your very
problem. Your tps sensor could share a circuit with your fuel pressure sensor. Still no spark!
Where should I check voltage etc. Also, the wires on the crank sensor were pretty bad. I have
changed everything outside, nothing internally. It has K miles and runs great. But the rattling at
idle drives me crazy. Also, after I have driven a few miles, I notice it on the inside. But when I put
it in gear, it stops. What the heck is going on? Then after picking it up from shop. I've had
sensor replaced twice. Now mechanic says its my rings and that I need rebuild or new
engine.??? I apologize for the long intro message. But I love my Dakota. I do most my own
repairs, alternator, ac compressor, power steering pump ,get scheduled fluid changes, ect. I
really love and rely on my Dakota. I could only hook the big hose back up the small hose I had
lost the rubber fitting I drove it about 6 Mi it started running rough then stalled and has not
started and stayed running for more than a few seconds then it stalls right out. I did try to
fabricate a hose fitting to hook the lines back up properly but they didn't have the natural 45
degree bends and they may be sealing themselves shut when the vacuum kicks on. Post a reply
to this message: Username Registration: Optional All visitors are allowed to post messages
Name:. Subject: 3. But I have a "click" in the engine about RPM, with no idea what it is. Brought
it to the dealer and told me he thought it was the timing chain slapping around i guess this is
supposed to be common with the 3. I've kept driving it anyways, probably not the smartest
move and the sound isn't getting any worse, but has gotten beyond anoying. RE: 3. Well mine
seemed to get louder a couple years ago and it turned out to be my thermostat; there was
coolant in my oil. Many a gasket was replaced by the dealership under warranty when that
happened. But mine clicked louder all the time. Any ohter thoughts?? Good luck. But like I said,
the condition hasn't changed, hasn't lost any performance or gas mileage, - I don't know what it
could be- other than anoying. Any other thoughts???? On 98 and newer Dakota they have a
self-tensioner on the timing chain older magnum's do not. Mechanic told me, as he handed me
the old set of roller lifters, that one had collapsed, left front. I called dealer, has been 18 months,
or double the km's, was told too bad, so sad The short is, I figure there is a problem with this
first run of the New Look Ram, and this re-occuring problem is being buried by Dodge as Your
Problem Now.. Any idea what the price is on a new one, or an aftermarket performance set? Did
your dealer give you any idea as to what caused this?? If your comfy with it, move to the next
thicker range oil, if it's a lifter that should be a quick Auto 3. FMS fuel injectors. Coming 17"
Boyd Coddington Smoothies. Sounds a like a tin can tapping around under there. Replace ur
fan clutch, see if that helps. You can hear it really well at idle or around RPM Any ideas? I will
post the correction then. It only seems to do it at idle or very low rpms. It has been going on for

a long time now probably k miles. I have asked around and had no luck figuring out what it is. If
it is timing chain slap how hard is it to fix? Thanks Brian. Belt tensioner bearings? I also heard
this slight metal 'ticking noise' near the fan belts. I think he said it was the timing chain
'slapping". He said it was very common with these engines. Would this be covered under the
warranty k mile , or would I have to pay out of my own pocket, if I buy the truck???? I got the
timing chain changed and it went away. Runs quiet now. It appears most people here think it is
the 'timing chain". If I buy this truck will I be covered by the Dodge warranty k mile??? The truck
is being sold by a "second party" I believe it was bought from a Dodge dealer. I like the truck,
but I don't want to get stuck with a bad engine Good website Any input would be helpful Timing
chain and gear sets 2. You can change the lifters out in an afternoon with a compressor and
lifter tool. Don't forget new valve cover gasket. Change em alll at the same time. Inspect valve
seats and all that while you are in there. The Timing chain business is a little more involved.
Search previous posts on Timing chain for mor info. Noise gone I'm very happy with the truck;
just hope that "engine light" never comes on. Plan on doing it this week. I looked at the
procedure in the Haynes manual and it doesn't look to be too difficult but from what Turbo Dog
says, seems like it might be a little harder than I am anticipating. Any input??? If you are not a
mechanic, I wouldn't try it unless you have a lot of experience or have 'back-up" help. If you
have to pull the damper, you need a "puller" and the right bolts. You will also need a "torque
wrench" when you re-install the cover. I'm presently re-installing a "damper" on my other truck
First replace the thrust plate and for all Magnum engines 3. A double roller chain should be
used. The single chain cannot handle the stress, but the double roller chain will last a lot longer
and can handle the stress. When the engine gets a little older we use a heavier grade of oil to
keep the lifters quiet but it puts a load on the crank and cam and on the chain. I worked on my
neighbors motor cause it was in and out of the shop so he asked me to take a look at his motor.
Dodge kept on changing this and that and nothing helped. The problem never went away until I
took a look at the problem. Placeing an old broom stick to the timing chain cover and the other
end to me ear cushened with my thumb I could hear the timing chain rattling against the cover.
You need to be exreamly careful. I took a look at the 93's engines and they used the double
roller chain. Once I changed the upper and lower gears along with the double roller chain, no
more problems. No more noise and the truck can move. One happy neighbor. You need to
change the thrust plate reduces the chain slack, the upper and lower gears and replace the
timing chain with a double roller chain. Aloha form Hawaii. The dealership mechanic has made a
preliminary diagnosis of wrist pin failure we're talking a serious problem here. Should have a
firm idea in about 3 days when they have it in the shop and will post the answer here. It clicked
like lifter noise. But then I got 40 pounds of oil pressure, I was going to change sending unit. I
don t know were the problem is sending unit or is it oil pump? Could it be that the oil is so dirty
that it plugged up the oil pump screen? Or the pump is failing? It sounds like a clogged oil
pump screen or a worn out gear on the oil pump that is sometimes meshing and sometimes not.
Sorry it s a , the truck is a work truck, only used it last fall, then used it a few times last winter,
then parked it, only start it every other week. I think it only gets miles use each year. Yes it has
oil in the oil pan. If its a plugged oil pump screen would something like Seafoam help to unplug
the screen, or just make it worse? The fuel injectors on my 95 Dakota 3. Here is a good Dakota
forum. The folk here were helpful when I had my Dakota. A friend of mine has the same problem
with his '03 Dakota V6. He had neglected changing the oil and I told him it could be plugged up.
They are cleaning it up, replacing the pump and hopeing it will still run. I would take it and
connect a oil pressure gage to check to see if it is your oil pressure dropping or what is going
on. Has the valve cover or any other top engine work been done on the truck that might have
dislodged any debri so it would drop down into the oil pan? If so you may very well have a
blocked oilpump screen. If you have debrie in the oil pan it could cause it to plug off your sreen
then when you start and shutoff your engine your oil may thin out enough that the debrie might
fall away from your screen. The oil pump has a pressure relief valve. If this pressure relief valve
is getting stuck from gum and varnish the SeaFoam will remove this gum and varnish freeing up
the valve. The lifter noise will go away when there is oil pressure, I ve never had a lifter noise
problems before, motors aways ran strong. If its a plugged oil pump screen would something
like Seafoam help to unplug the screen. Ive had the same problem before with my dodge then
my friend advised me to try asking about Dodge repair questions what should i do to prevent it.
Oil pump problem, Dodge 3. Thanks for all your replys. As others have noted, it may be wise to
check the oil pump pickup screen. I would give the SeaFoam a try. Thanks again. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited March in Dodge. May The 3. If available in a full size
Ram I am not certain that it is even offered it should perform well on commutes that are

downhill each way. All kidding aside, the 3. Especially if linked to an automatic transmission.
Towing would present additional issues. Considering the modest price for upgrade, and the
higher resale along with performance value, it would appear reasonable to go with the V-8 4. I
am not trying to spend your money, just rendering an honest personal opinion. Mileage will not
really offset the reduced cost of the 3. For what it's worth, the 3. As Boo said, I'm not sure it's
even available in the Ram This guy is a "good ole' boy" who hauls loaded four-place horse
trailers from here in Michigan to Tennessee and back continually. He bought the '90 Dakota
new, maintained it properly, and put K miles on it without ANY major repairs. He turned the
truck over to a niece in Tennessee, and she drove it another 60K miles without changing the oil.
Somehow, it ended up back here in Michigan And while the lack of oil changes took its toll in
terms of compression and power, the doggone truck is STILL in service as a parts-chaser at K
miles. And I've heard similar stories from other Dakota V6 owners. Can't destroy it without
dynamite! I certainly did not mean to "ditz" the 3. I personally opt for more power and response.
The example you quoted, was just that; an example. I drove a Quad with the 3. I have the 3. The
past two tanks of gas I have got The truck has plenty of power for normal driving. I have out
grown burning rubber off the tires. The 4. Boo, Regarding the performance of the 3. I have the 5.
Believe me, getting But I don't regret it for my purposes! Don't you think it would be nice to
have one in a Neon!? Only if it were equipped with a high performance chip, catback exhaust,
and a turbocharger for boost. Who ever said not to "gild the lily. Boo, Even old farts like me
have a right to dream! Old motorheads never die They just rumble away! Nearly lost it this
morning Check the QC forum. Hey Tow, you're still a baby. Try 67, and then we'll talk. The secret
to having fun is immaturity. I shudder to think that I will ever drive like the "clinically dead. They
accomplish this by whipping out of an intersection, and then suddenly lose that sense of
urgency. Take care young fellow. But I drove a Dakota Quad V6,both 2x4 and 4x4. Neither was
acceptable,the 2x4 was just slow enough to annoy me,and the 4x4 was a slug. I drove a Dakota
4. From what I've seen and heard about the 4. I drove a Ram Quad 4x4 with a ,and it was I am a
former Dodge Pwer Wagon owner,and had two powered cars,too. In a Ram,the 3. Passing on a
steep grade? Almost as bad as my 85 Caravan with the Mitsubishi 2. I was very close to buying
the Ram Quad 4x4,until I drove a Chevy with the 5. I was hooked! It runs great,and gets decent
milage too. Dodge needs to get a replacement 5. I would have bought the Dodge,if the thing
wasn't 40 HP feels like more down. It really was a toss up except for the power. I know a new
engine's coming,but when?? BOO: There's hope for us "kids" yet, huh!? Never thought I'd be a
grandfather before I hit 50, but it's happening in August The wife is fixing up one of the rooms
with a crib, funky wallpaper, etc Conversely, I'm considering adding a sidecar to the Harley! By
the way The group will be waiting for your initial impressions of that new Quad tonight! Did
some product training for Chevy not long ago, and they're nice trucks! As to the Mopar V I
would agree that they could make a bit more power The DC 4. While I hated to see the reliable
old go away, its time had come. The makers, in general, are struggling with CAFE numbers, and
there are certain to be some significant engine design changes coming down the pike. Were it
not for the rapid crossover in the market from passenger cars to SUVs, that wouldn't be the
case Ah well! Tow, here's how to compromise. Put a side car in the nursery in lieu of a crib. That
way, the baby is instantly placed into an aura of priorities which will become a valuable "life
lesson. My wife said; No way! Boo, FYI As soon as I learned it was going to be a grandson, I was
out looking at those cool "race-car beds" for kids But on second thought, your idea on putting a
sidecar in the tot's room is excellent!!! I've spent a good number of years training retail
automotive salespeople This guy clearly should have invited his wife along in a demo unit,
stopped for a nice lunch, asked her if she'd mind driving it back to the dealership, flipped on the
stereo to her favorite music, and let the quad do the talking! If he had, chances are he'd be in a
new QC! I asked her if she'd like to drive it home while I piloted the '95 Ram which she hated
She rolled into the drive, spent about 10 minutes "playing" with the stereo and other toys
Walked inside, complemented me on the decision and said this was a truck she'd drive "any day
of the week! Old age and cunning! Waiting to see your post after the baby is delivered!!! Picked
up my truck this afternoon and received VIP treatment right to the nines. Had no contact with
my salesman and even that was more contact than I desired, but the sales manager was
absolutely super, and made the purchase a comfortable and pleasant experience. Absolutely
l-o-v-e this truck. Although I haven't put very much time in the seat, it is a superb vehicle and
worth the wait. This dealership has Quads in stock, so if anyone is interested, Email me with a
list of specifications and I'll see if any truck there would meet your requirements. If it does, I'll
give you the name of the sales manager and you can contact him on a direct basis. They are
located in Eastern Pennsylvania, so if it makes sense, contact me. Hi, The was ok,and a rocket
compared to the whopping HP my Power Wagon had when I got it,back in April of 77,but the GM
trucks ran great out of the box,and if I do mods to it,it will be even better! If my mom was still

driving I have to take her pretty much everywhere I might have gotten the Dodge anyway,it was
cheaper. But the inch or so extra step up height,made it much harder for her to get into,she's
really messed up,as far as stepping up and walking. She's in it almost every day,so that was
another consideration. And I really liked the looks. And the money I would have saved would
have paid for exhaust and headers,so it's a wash up I guess. I wish I had the stereo was
better,that's my only real complaint,so far,and I'll take care of that soon enough And it makes
me think of just how many choices ALL the makers provide us with in the way of trucks these
days! I can relate with the step-up height preference It's still a pain to climb up and bail out of
the Ram!!! Which is another reason why I'm so delighted with the QC! Just curious Was the
composite bed available on your truck? And if so, did you go with it? No,I got a wideside or
whatever they call it,and none of them had it. I saw a stepside with it,looked ok. If the composite
holds up better than the old stepsides did,it will be a great improvement. On my old Power
Wagon,it was at least as high as the new ones,and I don't know how many times I whacked my
shins on it when I tried to get into it in a hurry when it was raining. I had shorts on once,and did
it,and it looked like someone painted my shins with purple paint,and it hurt like hell. I should
have put some kind of steps on it. Getting out is easy,even for mom,just slide on out till your
feet touch the ground. It's getting her in that's a problem. June I was pleased at first. But being a
mechanic and in tune with the vehicles I drive, I noticed a significant vibration in the motor
between RPM. This is not good for a motor to have a vibration or out-of-balance condition as it
will lead to premature engine failure. Daimler Chrysler has stated it is a "normal" characteristic
of this vehicle and have rejected my lemon law claim. Well if it is normal as they say it is then
why have they tried three consecutive times unsuccesfully to fix the problem??? The truck has
difficulty keeping speed even on a moderate grade. It is great if every road were a downhill
grade. If any of you have this motor in a full size pickup, I would suggest checking it out and
taking it to the dealer to get the problem repaired or vehicle replaced. I am still working on other
avenues and understand it will take some time. I will continue to post updates to this situation.
The reason your motor has a vibration is because it is a 90 degree V If your wanted more power
you should have got the V Drove it back and forth to work with zero towing and used it like a
car. Let me tell you I was glad to off it! All it took was a ride in the Quad 4x4 4. Wish I had the 2
years I spent in that 3. Just goes to show that looks are not everything,and I'll never buy a 3. PSBookitty is right, the Gas mileage is not even close to being worth it. Get the V8 I don't think you
can go wrong. July You must be really used to "weak" motored vehicles,or very easily satisfied.
I have a friend who recently bought a 94 Dakota,3. I drove it,he's right. It IS gutless,just like
every Dakota with the 3. He should have gotten one with a ,but he is really cheap,so he
didn't,and like every time he goes the cheap way,he cries about it! I don't even want to think
about pulling a trailer behind a truck with a 3. Shades of my old Dodge Caravan,loaded up,going
up the mountains on I Man,was I glad to see that thing go away. Three years was too long When
I test drove trucks,I drove a new miles on it Dakota with a 3. August Bought a '92 Dakota new in
fall '91 with the 3. This was a std. Maybe mine was the exception, but the power was decent, and
gas milage used to run around 19 mpg under ideal conditions, although it seems to have
dropped off some 80, miles. I moved from the west coast to the east coast several years ago
and made one trip with it loaded with my tool boxes, several hundred pounds of reloading gear
and gunpowder and bullets, and some shop equipment, drill press, small lathe, etc. I crossed
the Rockies on I I think it is that goes into Denver, one hell of a hill, tops out at something like
feet. The Dakota was down into 3rd, but everything else was also geared way down and there
wasn't much passing me. No, I don't have any complaints about the power. Having said that, I
also wouldn't recommend a 3. Mine has been an absolute nightmare. It has cost thousands to
keep running. So far it has been through 4 computers, 3 fuel pumps, at least one of literally
every sensor and electronic gizmo on it, and it still can't be trusted to drive to the store. I will be
trading it in sometime here real soon and I will have my fingers crossed hoping it runs without
acting up long enough to get rid of it. Selling it to a private party is out of the question, they
wouldn't go more than a hundred miles without it quitting or giving them a problem. I figure a
dealer will get it cheap enough to cover fixing it, if the damned thing IS fixable. Personally I
would like to see the pile of miserable junk crushed and melted down. It was my first and last
Dodge. September I have ,miles on it. This is the most miles and longest I have owned a vehicle
in my life. Had a few problems early in its life which were handled under warranty. Have
replaced the water pump due to minorleakage. All other engine components original. I did put a
low restriction cat-back exhaust and KN air filter. I live in south fla. Gas milage is still 20 on the
highway with the truck empty. The cab is still tight and rattle free and while the paint is shot
there is no bidy rust. Rear bumper has rusted. I have had the front end aligned once and get
over 60, out of a set of tires. I am sure the v-8, whether 5. I use a 94 full-size bronco with , 3. It
has a "shake" at idle that I've had back to the dealer 3 times. I'm told it's "normal". And if pigs

could fly no one would go outside without an umbrella ever again! Last gas mileage check at fill
up was As far as I'm concerned, the darn thing could catch fire and I'd bring the marshmallows
and all are invited! That said, I do like the style and design of the Dakota. It fits me well and no
complaints there so far. I have a sign in the back window now advising the motoring public not
to buy the 3. October OK here goes. BUT when it started up on the lot there was a loud rapping
in the engine until oil started flowing. I said it sounded bad, but the dealer insisted it was only
rapping because the truck hadn't been started in a few days, and that it was just the lifters
getting pumped up I never heard of such a thing on any healthy engine!!! God bless you for
your help!!! Craig I have had two dakotas an 87 and 97 with V-6's and i must say they do rattle
lifters when not ran for a while. I was concerned about this on my 87 and the dealer replaced
them. Guess what they rattled too. I use to it. The other thing I have a problem with is how oil
pressure drops off with speed and from cold to h
brake hose replacement
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ot. I was always taught that this was a sign of bad bearings letting oil escape. It makes since
because the oil pump puts out more oilthan needed and the relief valve on the oil pump should
dump excess back to crankcase, but on newer veihicles pressue drops off. Apparently its not a
problem as i have never had a bearing problem. There isn't a whole lot you can do about it. It's
basically just a V8 with the front 2 cylinders whacked off. Chrysler needed a V6 in a hurry, so
they just "chopped" the A chopped V6 isn't going to idle like a "true" V6, unless it has balance
shafts. Just like the older Buick 3. Both the GM engines have balance shafts and don't shake
anymore, but Mopar is saving money and never did it to the 3. I had an 88 Chevy S10 Blazer with
the 4. It shook at idle every day I had it, and every day since. It's got over K on it now. A friend
bought it from me in I got used to it. When I bought my 93 Jeep with the 4. And the Jeep 4.
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